






All the red dotted boxes are the Ads in the MX Player App which is where user faces a lot of problem and the accidental click 
Happens which interrupts the app experience of the user.

These are screenshots from MX Player Design 









Key Insights from the User Interview : 

• All the users notice Ads shown at MX and they have agreed to it that it is hindering their experience  
• People are looking for some alternative / ways to get rid of the numerous number of Ads. 
• Some user are willing to pay up to 50 per month to get rid of the Ads 
• Some are ok with the watching Ads as they can’t pay the any amount to MX  



UX Benchmarking

Image 4 - These are screenshots from different apps 

These are screenshots taken from different competitors mobile 
app to get an understanding of how they are doing the 
membership UX and what are the key components used.  
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Key Insights from UX Benchmarking
These are some of the important points I noted after studying the competitors UX thoroughly. As these are some important 
elements which every app should offer when they ask for membership. Without these information users will get lost and will not 
understand the next process and which will lead to user frustrations and drop offs from the app.

Proper CTAs 
(Call to Action) - It 
means that the 
action button 
should be visible 
to the user  

Proper 
segregations of 
the the packs 
without creating 
any confusion. 

Benefits of the 
Membership - its 
important for 
selling the prime 
feature 

Terms and 
Conditions of the 
company as 
many people are  
interested to 
read that. 

Contact Support 
as many people 
may require it. 

An are to fill 
Coupon Code - As 
some users only 
buy subscription to 
redeem their codes. 

Back/Cancel 
Option to go 
back on the 
previous screen 

Giving all types of 
payment options 
so that it would 
be convenient to 
users. 
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Spotify : I took the Card Design Inspiration for this 
UI design for the MX Membership Home Page  

Curefit : I tried to follow the 
payment flow as its quiet simple 

These are some design inspiration of different apps like Headspace, Curefit, Spotify, Peak Pro and some are taken from Dribbble. 



MX Membership Detail Page Key Components  
These components have been decided in the brainstorming session with team and after doing UX Benchmarking of  
various apps who are the competitors of MX Player. 

Page Title  
Total Cost and 

Duration of 
Subscription 

Subtitle below 
the CTA (Call to 

Action) 

Carousel that 
will contain the 
benefits of the 
Membership 

Terms and 
Conditions Link 

Contact Support 
Subscribe Now 

CTA 

Back Option to 
go back on the 
previous screen 



Key Insights from the Rough Designs  
I tried to make a rough idea of how the flow will be of the app in different scenarios and designed all the important screens from the  
Information Architecture.  





Feedback for the first round of Wireframes : 

Wireframes should not have any sort of colours 
or symbols/ icons as in my case I used blue colour 
And I also used symbols in navigation drawer.   

I missed a lot of use cases in the first wire-framing 
process like the payment flow, transaction failure, 
and designing for different kinds of users etc. 

Ads free and Premium Membership both needs to 
be communicated. And I have to solve this in the 
UI. Like giving special coupons.  









UI Design Guidelines

Screen Size - 360*720 pixel 
Designed for Android 

Font Used - Muli 

Font Size  -  
• Muli (Large - 18) 
• Muli (Medium - 16) 
• Muli (Small - 12) 
               

All the icons are used from the Design System of 
MX Player 

Font Colour - Grey  (Hex Code #505A78) 

Brand Identity Colour - Blue  (Hex Code #3C8CF0) 

PS- All the illustrations are created by either me or by the design team of MX Player in this MX Membership UI design  
















